
Team: 

□  Are we using Allied Professionals?  
□  How will we use them? 
□  How will we introduce them to the clients and/or encourage clients to sign on with APs? 
□   Will we name a Case Manager? Who will take that role? What do we expect of that person?  
□ Do we have any ways in which our communication styles mesh or conflict and how will this 

impact the case?  

 
Pre-Meeting Logistics Preparation: 
 

□   Who will bring the Participation Agreement? 
□    Are there any short term issues that need handling before the meeting? 
□    How will the petition be filed? By whom? With a joinder?  
□    How long will the meeting be?  
□   Will we bring snacks? If so, who will bring what? Are there other issues about room set up?  
□   Will we meet with clients before the meeting? For how long? What will we cover? Will we read 

over the Participation Agreement with the clients before the meeting?  
□ What is our agenda for the first meeting and will one member take leadership of agenda for that 

meeting?  

 
Overarching Logistics Discussion: 
 

□    What is our general sense of timeline for the case? 
□     How will we divide the drafting of minutes and agendas?  
□     What is the protocol for meeting minutes. How quickly after a meeting should they be out, how 

detailed, how should they be shared?  
□     How will we decide where to hold meetings?  
□      What frequency of meetings and what duration would be optimal?  
□      Will we meet with clients before every meeting in advance? Just prior to the meeting?  
□     How will we schedule our four-ways with our clients?  
□ What are our billing practices when it comes to meetings, scheduling matters, drafting issues, and 

minutes?  

         
Pre-Meeting Substantive Preparation: 
   

□   What are the hot spots, communication styles, and issues with our clients?  
□   How will we handle moments when we have professional disagreements during a four-way? 
□   How much information about legal issues have already been discussed?  
□ What is the timing and extent of legal education? Where in the process will it fit?  
□ Have there been promises made between clients already  

 


